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Abstract

This master thesis investigates the problem of making an unmanned aerial vehi-
cle (uav) follow a person or a group of persons while keeping a fixed distance to
the chosen target. The purpose of this thesis is to give a proof of concept proto-
type of how such a system would work to achieve that task. The main problem
consists of controlling the uav based on visual input from a camera. With the
help of a visual object detection and tracking system, the image coordinates of
the targets can be found. An algorithm was developed to calculate the target’s
world position based on its image coordinates and the world position and ori-
entation of the uav. A control system was implemented that uses that uses the
positional information to set the velocity of the uav, if its position needs to be
changed. Several strategies for handling groups of targets were investigated. In
addition a simulator was developed that can be used to simulate the image coor-
dinates of a target when the world position of the target is known. The system
was tested during live flights, using a high precision motion capture system for
reference. The results were mainly positive in showing proof of concept and even
showing a relatively high level of precision.
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Notation

Abbreviations

Abbreviation Description

uav Unmanned aerial vehicle
bb Bounding box
PID Proportional, integral, differential controller

Distances

Notation Description

d Horizontal distance
h height, distance from ground
p height of person

bbh height of bounding box
bbw width of bounding box

Angles

Notation Description

α angle between horizon and the camera centered axle
β angle between the centred camera axle and the x-

coordinate of the center of the bounding box
θ heading angle relative to the world coordinate system

Coordinates

Notation Description

x, y, z World coordinates
xcc, ycc, zcc Camera centred coordinates
ximg , yimg Image coordinates
xN , yN Normalized image coordinates
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1
Introduction

This chapter presents the necessary background and also describes the problem
this thesis aims to solve. The goal of this master thesis is to investigate the com-
plex problem of making a uav follow one or more human targets with only the
help of a single camera. There are many applications for this, such as the scenario
of surveying a rescue worker searching for victims in a disaster situation.

1.1 Background

The uav system consists of the following components:

• Visual module for recording video.

• Tracking and detection system for extracting information from the images.

• Distance estimation system.

• Low level control system that controls the engines.

• High level control system that controls flight paths.

The uav in this case is a quadcopter which basically has the ability to move
around freely in a 3D-space as well as remaining stationary in a fixed spot. The
quadcopter is equipped with a camera that is used in conjunction with the track-
ing system which is trained to find persons in the camera images. The tracking
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2 1 Introduction

system is trained to identify humans and marks them out in the images with
rectangles that encircle the target. A simulator can be used to simulate the move-
ments of the uav taking a target 3D-position and heading angle as inputs. The
position and orientation of the uav as well as the camera are measured and con-
sidered to be known. The whole framework is based on ROS, Robot Operating
System, and most of the code is written in C++ or Python.

1.2 Problem Formulation

The basic problem consists of reliably controlling the 3D-position and heading
of the uav based on the visual input from the camera, so that it keeps its targets
in view and maintains a selected distance to the targets. To accomplish this the
problem can be divided into three parts.

1. Find an algorithm to estimate the position of the target’s based on the visual
input.

First of all an algorithm for calculating the targets position has to be de-
rived and implemented. The input to the algorithm should be the image
coordinates of the bounding box representing the target, the 3D-position of
the uav and information about the camera that is used. Problems that can
arise here could be how to handle false detections and how to handle noise
in general.

2. Extend the simulator to also simulate the visual input.

The existing simulator will be improved from only being able to simulate
the position and movement of the uav to also simulating the visual output
normally generated by the tracking system during live flights. The added
benefits the extended simulator provides includes fast and convenient test-
ing of the distance estimation, uav positioning as well as testing the system
as a whole. The problem of extending the simulator basically consists of
transforming a point in 3D-coordinates to a bounding box in a virtual cam-
era image and then confirming that the bounding box translates back to the
correct coordinates of the point.

3. Determine the necessary logic and control rules for the uav.

Lastly the controller logic has to be determined. The problems here lie
in how to position the uav relative to the target or targets when following a
group. The uav should be able to handle the following tasks:

• The uav should be able to follow a single person, maintaining a specific
distance to that person.
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• The uav should be able to follow a specific person even if there are
multiple persons in the view, while still keeping the other persons in
the view for as long as possible.

• The uav should also have the option to follow a group of persons as a
whole, where it tries to keep all the persons in the view for as long as
possible.

• If targets occlude each other the uav should attempt to improve its
point of view to see all targets.

1.3 System description

Figure 1.1: The Linkquad uav platform used during the work of the thesis,
image from [Danelljan et al., 2014a].

The uav platform used when testing and evaluating the system is a Linkquad as
described in [Danelljan et al., 2014b], see figure 1.1. The Linkquad is capable
of both indoors and outdoors flight and has a flight time of up to 30 minutes.
It is powered by 1 or 2 2.7 Ah batteries depending on the required flight time.
The maximum take-off weight of the Linkquad is 1.4 kilograms with up to 300
grams of payload. The Linkquad is equipped with a flight control board based
on two ARM-Cortex micro controllers running at 72 Mhz. The uav is fitted with
a camera module that contains a FireFly MV colour camera sensor manufactured
by Point Grey Research Inc. as well as two servo mechanisms for changing the
pan and tilt of the camera. The tracking and detection systems are thoroughly
explained in [Danelljan et al., 2014c] and [Danelljan et al., 2014a].





2
Camera geometry background

This chapter gives a brief introduction to camera geometry. Camera geometry is a
large subject and this chapter will focus only on the parts necessary to understand
the thesis, namely the projection of world coordinates to image coordinates as
described in [Nordberg, 2014].

2.1 Pinhole camera model

The pinhole camera model describes the relation between a world 3D point and
its projection onto the 2D image plane of an ideal pinhole camera. The scenario
the model describes can be seen in Figure 2.1 expressed in a camera centred co-
ordinate system, here denoted by the index cc. The point y = (ucc, vcc) is the
projection of x = (x1cc, x2cc, x3cc). The similar triangles that can be seen in Fig-
ure 2.1 gives the following expression for the relation between x and y where f
is the focal length.

ucc
f

= −
x1cc
x3cc

(2.1a)

vcc
f

= −
x2cc
x3cc

(2.1b)

Which can be summarized as:

y =

(

ucc
vcc

)

= −
f

x3cc

(

x1cc
x2cc

)

(2.2)

Homogeneous coordinates are often used when working with projective transfor-
mations as the operation is easy to describe as a single matrix.
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6 2 Camera geometry background

Figure 2.1: Illustration depicting the camera centred coordinate system in
the ê1 ê3 plane.

Consider a point p in R
3:
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(2.3)

Here the elements of p are Cartesian coordinates of a point relative to a reference
frame in the Euclidean space E

3. Then the canonical form of the homogeneous
coordinates of this point defined as the vector:
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The homogeneous coordinates of p is the corresponding projective element:
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(2.5)

where ∼ represents equivalence between two vectors in the same vector space.
That is, two vectors u,v ∈ V are equivalent when u = λv for some scalar λ , 0
where V is a vector space. The expression in eq. (2.5) defines a mapping R

3 →

P(R4). Any vector in R
4 that is vector equivalent to the right hand side of eq.

(2.5) is a valid representative of the homogeneous coordinates of p. Here follows
the formulation of eq.(2.2) in homogeneous coordinates:
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(2.6)
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The homogeneous representation of the camera center is:

n ∼
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0
0
1

























(2.7)

The following matrix that can be seen in 2.6 is often referred to as the camera
matrix:

C =

















−f 0 0 0
0 −f 0 0
0 0 1 0

















(2.8)

The matrix in 2.8 can be simplified further by assuming that the focal length is
equal to 1, as well as projecting to the virtual image plane instead of the actual
image plane. The virtual image plane is located at f in front of the camera centre
instead of behind. The resulting image is still the same as the triangles in the
pinholemodel remains correct, but the image will be correctly oriented relative to
the source instead of rotated 180◦. This is called the normalized camera matrix:

C0 =

















1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0

















(2.9)

Applying the normalized camera matrix to the equation 2.1 yields the results in
normalized image coordinates. Normalized image coordinates are centred in the
middle of the image and expressed in the same units as the original 3D world
coordinate system. As opposed to pixel image coordinates which has its origin in
the upper left corner of the image and is expressed in pixel units.

The normalized image coordinates are independent of the image size or resolu-
tion. To express the projection in pixel image coordinates one has to consider
the internal camera parameters. These parameters are camera specific and are as
follows: The focal length f , principal point (u0, v0), pixel scale s, scaling param-
eter σ and the shearing parameter γ . The focal length of the camera is denoted
f and, depending on the camera, f may be non-constant. The principal point
coordinates represent the center of the image expressed in pixel coordinates, that
is (u0, v0) = (w/2, h/2) where w and h are the width and height of the image ex-
pressed in pixels. The pixel scale s is the width of a single pixel expressed in the
normalized image coordinates. The scale parameter σ is used to adjust for hard-
ware imperfections when scaling. The shearing parameter γ is used to adjust
for hardware imperfections, i.e. imperfections in the lens that can lead to geo-
metric distortion. These parameters and their relation to the normalized image
coordinates can be described by the following matrix:

Ti =

















f s γ u0
0 f sσ v0
0 0 1

















(2.10)
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The rigid transform T e from world coordinates to camera centred is given by the
rotation about the origin R and translation t in the following manner:

Te =

(

R t
0 1

)

(2.11)

To summarize, the equation for projection of a 3D point x’s world coordinates
into a 2D point y’s image coordinates, where Te is the transformation matrix from
world coordinates to camera centred coordinates follows here:

y = TiCTex (2.12)



3
Target tracking

This chapter presents the method used to estimate the position of a target based
on the visual output generated by an image tracking system. A method proposed
using either one of two distance estimation algorithms were considered and both
are described in this chapter. The purpose of the target tracking is to extract in-
formation about the targets positions from the camera images, which is necessary
to provide input for the uav:s control system.

3.1 Tracking

Tracking in this case refers to the ability to record a targets position in real time.
This is done by using the target’s position in the image recorded by the camera
to find the distance and angle to the target relative to the uav and then with
that information calculate the targets position in world coordinates. To do this
the performance of the estimations of the aforementioned distance and angle
are crucial for an accurate tracking, thus most of this chapter is focused around
distance estimation.

3.2 Pre processing

The video feed received from camera is the basic input to the system. Then a de-
tection and tracking algorithm is run to generate the relevant output, in this case
designed to track persons. The output generated is represented by a rectangle
encircling the area in the image that is tracked. This rectangle is described by the
image coordinates of the upper left corner and the height and width of the rect-
angle. This rectangle will be referred to as a bounding box (bb). Other data that
is required is the orientation of the uav and information about the camera that is

9



10 3 Target tracking

used, e.g. the camera matrix, as described in [Nordberg, 2014], corresponding to
that camera. All coordinates and angles are relative to a Cartesian coordinate sys-
tem. This coordinate system will be referred to as the "world" coordinate system.
The desired output of the algorithms are the x and y coordinates of the tracked
persons in the image expressed in the world coordinate system.

To calculate the distance the image coordinates are transformed to normalized
image coordinates and lens distortion is removed from the image. As described
in [Bradski, 2000], consider the matrix of internal camera parameters seen in eq.
(2.10), where and fx and fy are defined as:

fx = f s (3.1a)

fy = f sσ (3.1b)

The resulting matrix, here referred to as the internal camera matrix:

Ci =

















fx γ u0
0 fy v0
0 0 1

















(3.2)

If (ximg , yimg ) is the input point expressed in pixel image coordinates, the dis-
torted normalized image coordinates (xN,dist , yN,dist) are:

xN,dist =
ximg − u0

fx
(3.3a)

yN,dist =
yimg − v0

fy
(3.3b)

To normalize the coordinates gives simpler calculations since it centres the coor-
dinate system in the image. To remove the lens distortion a non linear model
describing how the lens distortion affects the light projected into the camera
is used. This model uses a set of coefficients called the distortion coefficients
k1, k2, k3, p1, p2 that are determined when the camera is calibrated, and take the
normalized image coordinates as input. Here is the model applied to the coordi-
nates calculated in eq. (3.3a) and (3.3b):

xN = xN,dist(1 + k1r
2 + k2r

4 + k3r
6) + 2p1xN,distyN,dist + p2(r

2 + 2x2N,dist) (3.4a)

yN = yN,dist(1 + k1r
2 + k2r

4 + k3r
6) + p1(r

2 + 2y2N,dist) + 2p2xN,distyN,dist (3.4b)

where r2 = x2N,dist + y2N,dist .

When this method is used to remove distortion from an image, the method is
applied to every pixel in the image and then converted back to pixel image coor-
dinates, that then are corrected. In the context of the thesis it is used to calculate
the normalized coordinates of specific points in the undistorted image.
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Figure 3.1: An illustration depicting the angles and distances involved in
calculating the distance to the target.

3.3 Distance estimation

Two distance estimation algorithms were considered and both are described be-
low. The first was made made with consideration to a static bounding box while
the second is made to consider a bounding box that scales in size with the target
in the image.

3.3.1 Distance estimation algorithm 1

The first algorithm uses the height of the uav and the angle of the the camera
centred axis relative to the world horizontal axis to calculate the distance. Figure
3.1 shows the relevant angles and distances. To simplify the calculations, it is
assumed that the persons being tracked are of average height. This algorithmwas
already existing in an early version of the system and was only reimplemented as
a baseline for this thesis.

The distance is calculated by using trigonometry and taking advantage of that
the one side as well as the angle to pointing towards the top of the bounding box
and the camera angle α is known. The distance d becomes:

d =
h − p

tan(α + arctan(yN ))
(3.5)

where h is the height of the uav, p is the assumed average height of a person,
α is the angle between a horizontal line at the same height as the uav and a
line pointing to the middle of the person from the uav. The normalized image
coordinate representing the top of the bounding box is denoted by yN .
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Figure 3.2: Illustration depicting the triangle formed in relation to the target,
that is used to calculate p//

3.3.2 Distance estimation algorithm 2

The second algorithm utilizes the pinhole camera model and the angle of the cam-
era centred axis relative to the world horizontal axis to calculate the distance. The
pinhole cameramodel, see e.g. [Nordberg, 2014], describes a relation between the
objects 3D-position, the objects position in the image and the focal length of the
camera. The following relation as described in eq. (2.1b) is the interesting one
for this application:

y2cc
f

= −
x1cc
x3cc

(3.6)

Where f is the focal length of the camera used and x1cc, x3cc correspond to the
world coordinates of the point projected into the camera expressed in camera
centred coordinates and cc denotes that the coordinates are camera centred. The
y2 coordinate of the projection y in the image of the world point x expressed in
camera centred coordinates is denoted by y2cc.

The point in question is the top of the head of the tracked person witch is rep-
resented by the top border of the bounding box in the image. The x3cc is the
variable that needs to be calculated as it can be related to the the horizontal dis-
tance using trigonometry. Although firstly the persons assumed height needs to
be translated to a plane parallel to the image plane as it is only then that the
above relation holds true. This can be done by forming a triangle where the per-
sons height, which is assumed known, is the hypotenuse and the persons height
projected in to a plane parallel to the image plane is one of the cathetus, as can
be seen in Figure 3.2.

The angles a,b and c, described in Figure 3.2, can be calculated from the cam-
era angle together with the angles between the camera centred axle and the top
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and bottom of the bounding box, here referred to as γ1 and γ2.

γ1 = atan2(yN, 1) (3.7)

γ2 = atan2(yN − bbhN, 1) (3.8)

The configuration differs slightly when the camera centred axle points below,
over or directly at an area covered by the bounding box. Thus three different
cases exist for which the projected height is calculated differently, illustrations of
the cases are shown in Figure 3.3.

When the angles a,b and c have been calculated for each case the law of sines
is applied to find p// . When p// is known, the relation in figure 3.6 is used to to
calculate the distance from the camera’s center point to the plane where p// is.
This is represented by the x3cc coordinate. This distance is then used to calculate
the distance from the camera center to the top of the head on the target, which
in turn is used to calculate the horizontal distance. When the image coordinates
are normalized the focal length is equal to 1. The height of the bounding box is
denoted bbh.
Case 1 (bounding box above the camera centred axis):

Firstly the height of the target in a plane that is parallell to the camera plane as
well as intersects with the targets head, p// is calculated:

p// = p ·
sin

(

π
2 + γ2 − α

)

sin
(

π
2 + γ2

) (3.9a)

The distance dx3 between the cameraplane and the aforementioned plane is cal-
culated:

dx3 =
p//
bbhN

(3.9b)

Where bbhN is the height of the bounding box expressed in normalized image
coordinates.The distance to the top of the head dtop is calculated via a triangle:

dtop =
dx3

cos(γ1)
(3.9c)

Finally the sought after distance d parallell to the ground is calculated:

d = dtop · cos(α − γ1) (3.9d)

Case 2 (bounding box in height with the camera centred axle):
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Case 2 works in the same way as Case 1 except the angles are different.

p// = p ·
sin

(

π
2 − γ2 − α

)

sin
(

π
2 + γ2

) (3.10a)

dx3 =
p//
bbhN

(3.10b)

dtop =
dx3

cos(γ1)
(3.10c)

d = dtop · cos(α − γ1) (3.10d)

Case 3 (bounding box below the camera centred axle):

Case 3 works in the same way as Case 1 and 2 except with a new set of angles.

p// = p ·
sin

(

π
2 + γ1 − γ2 − α

)

sin
(

π
2 + γ1 + γ2

) (3.11a)

dx3 =
p//
bbhN

(3.11b)

dtop =
dx3

cos(γ1)
(3.11c)

d = dtop · cos(α + γ1) (3.11d)

3.3.3 Differences and limitations

Themajor difference between the two algorithms are that the second one depends
on the size of the bounding box while the first depends on the height of the uav
and only the position of the top of the bounding box. Algorithm 2 requires a
system that outputs a rectangle that scales with the target’s size in the image.
Both these algorithms require the target to be on the same ground level that the
uav has as reference. That means that the algorithms can not handle that the
target traverses terrain or obstacles that puts the target on level above or below
the reference zero level. Both these algorithms has the persons height as a set
parameter, which means that if the target deviates to much from that height the
result will be inaccurate.

3.4 Projecting to world coordinates

When an estimated distance to the target is calculated, this distance together with
the position of the bounding box in the image is used to estimate a position in the
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.3: Illustration displaying the difference between the three modes of
the distance estimation algorithm, depending on the position of the bound-
ing box in the image. Figure 3.3a corresponds to case 1, 3.3b corresponds to
case 2 and 3.3c corresponds to case 3.
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world ground plane of the target.

The angle between the camera centred axis and the x-coordinate of the center of
the bounding box β is calculated. Since normalized image coordinates are used
the focal length is equal to 1. The implementation of the arctan2 function used
can be found in A.1.

β = arctan2(1, xN +
bbwidth, N

2
) (3.12)

The distance d and angle β are then used together with the uav:s current heading
θ and the uav:s current position to calculate the position of the target:

xpos = xuav + d ∗ cos(θ + β) (3.13)

ypos = yuav + d ∗ sin(θ + β) (3.14)

3.5 Filtering

To counteract noise, and to some extent handle false detections, the calculated
world positions are filtered through a Kalman filter as described in [Gustavsson,
2012]. Each target is given an ID and to each ID a filter is connected which
updates only when data corresponding to that ID is received. The Kalman filters
are set up to use a constant velocity motion model where the states correspond
to the position and the velocity. The implementation of the Kalman filter used
can be seen in Appendix A. The constant velocity model follows here, also as
described in [Gustavsson, 2012]:

x(t) =

(

p(t)
v(t)

)

(3.15)

ẋ(t) =

(

0n In
0n 0n

)

x(t) +

(

0n
In

)

w(t) (3.16)

where w(t) is the process noise.

3.6 Summary

In summary this chapter has described 2 techniques for estimating the straight
distance from the uav to a recognisable object in the image. That distance was
used to estimate the position to the object by calculating the angle to the object
in the fix world coordinate system. These methods together with the filtering
are intended to estimate the position of the object in the image in real time with
sufficient accuracy to allow the uav to follow the object.



4
Simulating visual output

This chapter presents the method used to generate the visual output used by the
system, from a point in 3D-space. By extending the simulator the functionality
depending on the visual output normally generated by the tracker can also be
tested in the simulator in addition to testing positioning. This allows the system
to be tested in its entirety, which of course is very beneficial when developing.

4.1 Input

Except for the 3D-point that needs to be represented as visual output, the current
orientation and position of the uav and the camera is also required. The 3D-
point chosen should represent the top and centre of the target. A generic camera
matrix is also chosen to represent the virtual camera. To maintain the scaling
functionality of the original tracker the method will use the transform of several
separate points for every target and use the distance between them to calculate
the size of the bounding box.

4.2 Method

The method works by transforming the 3D-point together with points a fixed dis-
tance away, to image coordinates. This is done by using transformations between
the world coordinate system and the camera fixed coordinate system as well as
the image plane. This generates 2D-points in the image that are used to construct
a rectangle with the same properties as the one that the live tracker outputs.

The known 3D-point corresponds to the top of the head of a target. When us-
ing the simulator this point can be set by an interface and is used to represent a
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virtual target person. This point is used to calculate the corner points of a rectan-
gle, that has an area that covers the target. This rectangle is constructed so that if
you consider the rectangle as a plane, the surface normal always points in the di-
rection that is towards the uav. The rectangle representing the target will always
have the same area regardless of the uav’s orientation and perspective relative to
the 3D-point chosen as a target. This is necessary because as in the case with the
live tracker, the direction of the target is presumed to not be recognized by the
tracker, meaning that the rectangle should always be of the same width. This is
also why it is sufficient to represent the target with a point instead of for exam-
ple a vector. The choice of position for the 3D-points are the lower right corner,
the lower left corner as well as the top left corner of the rectangle as seen from
the perspective of the uav. Here follows the calculation of these points, where
tw denotes the target width which is a chosen parameter, and the corner points
are called tlc, blc and brc for top left corner, bottom left corner and bottom left
corner respectively.

xdiff = xuav − xtarget (4.1)

ydiff = yuav − ytarget (4.2)

The difference of position is used to calculate the distance between the target and
the uav:

duav target =
√

x2diff + y2diff (4.3)

duav corner =

√

d2uav target +
(

tw

2

)2
(4.4)

Here duav target is the straight distance from the uav to the target point, and duav corner
is the distance from the uav to a point that is located a distance tw/2 away from
the target point in a direction perpendicular to the straight line formed between
the uav and the target point. The angles anglerc and anglelc between the camera
centred axis and the edge of the sides of an imagined rectangle around the tar-
get is calculated to allow the three world points tlc, brc, blc to be calculated in a
similar manner as in equations 3.13 and 3.14:

anglerc = asin

(

tw/2
duav corner

)

(4.5)

anglelc = asin

(

−
tw/2

duav corner

)

(4.6)

tlc =

















xuav + duav corner · cos(θ − anglelc)
yuav + duav corner · sin(θ − anglelc)
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(4.7)

brc =

















xuav + duav corner · cos(θ − anglerc)
yuav + duav corner · sin(θ − anglerc)
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(4.8)
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blc =

















xuav + duav corner · cos(θ − anglelc)
yuav + duav corner · sin(θ − anglelc)

0

















(4.9)

The three world points are then transformed to image coordinates, using the
pinhole camera model that was described in eq 3.6. In matrix form the relation
looks like this:

ximg = Cxcc (4.10)

Here ximg are the normalized image coordinates and xcc are the camera centred
coordinates. The camera matrix C is normally written as:

C =

















−f 0 0 0
0 −f 0 0
0 0 1 0

















(4.11)

f represents the focal lengths of the camera. But when working with normalized
image coordinates as in this case the normalized camera matrix is written as:

















1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0

















(4.12)

To get the the world coordinates expressed in the camera centred coordinates the
world coordinates has to be multiplied with the correct transformation matrix
that describes the rotation and the translation of the transform, here called Te.

xcc = Tex (4.13)

When the normalized image coordinates are calculated a final transform has to be
applied as to transform to the sought after pixel coordinates. This transformation
is performed by multiplying with the matrix Ti that contains the camera’s inter-
nal parameters. All in all this results in the following relation that is applied to
each of the aforementioned world points.
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(4.15)

When tlcimg, blcimg and brcimg are calculated the bounding box can also be
calculated. Instead of directly forming the box from the corner points the sides
are calculated as well as the centre of the rectangle, and the rectangle is formed
from that. This is because if the camera is rolled or pitched the top and bottom
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of the box needs to be parallel to the ground (the real ground) for the distance
algorithm to work. All distances between points are preserved as the transforma-
tion from world to pixel coordinates is an affine transformation. The box, that is
defined by the coordinates of its upper left corner and the the height and width,
is formed like this:
The Euclidean distances between the corner points are calculated.

heightbb =
√

(xtlc − xblc)2 + (ytlc − yblc)2 (4.16)

widthbb =
√

(xblc − xbrc)2 + (yblc − ybrc)2 (4.17)

The center point for the box is calculated independently of the orientation of the
rectangle that the corner points form.

xcenter =
xtlc − xbrc

2
(4.18)

ycenter =
ytlc − ybrc

2
(4.19)

The final coordinates that represent the bounding box is calculated.

xbb = xcenter −
widthbb

2
(4.20)

ybb = ycenter −
heightbb

2
(4.21)

When the box is formed the height is rescaled to match the bounding box that is
used by the tracker, meaning that the box does not cover the entire person but in-
stead the area from the head to the knees. Note that the pixel coordinate system
used in the image has its origin in the top left corner and that the x coordinate
propagates from left to right while the y coordinate propagates from the top to
bottom.

To evaluate the simulator the algorithm was used live together with the motion
capture system and the camera of the uav. A point tracked by the motion cap-
ture system, placed on a persons head in the form of a pair of glasses, is then
used to form a bounding box in the images received from the camera. By exam-
ining the images recorded, it can be confirmed that the box appears as intended,
exemplified by Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Image taken by the uavs camera where the bounding box pro-
duced by the simulator is displayed. This image shows how the bounding
box is placed as intented, around the target.





5
Control

This chapter presents the method used to control the uav. A standard control
algorithm is used to determine the velocity of the uav. Several strategies for han-
dling multiple targets are also presented.

5.1 Single target leashing

The goal of the controller is to steer the uav to a point on a straight line a prede-
termined distance away from the target, this distance is called the leash distance.
The input is 2D ground plane world coordinates of the target and the uav and the
output are the desired velocities of the uav in each direction. The velocities are
set proportionally to the position offset from the desired coordinates of the uav.

5.1.1 Defining the error value

The desired coordinates of the uav are calculated relative to the targets coordi-
nates in the following way, where leashlength is a chosen parameter representing
the leash distance, xuav is the current position of the uav and xtarget is the current
position of the target.

First the difference in position is used to calculate the current distance be-
tween the target and the uav.

xdiff = xuav − xtarget (5.1)

ydiff = yuav − ytarget (5.2)

The angle between the target and uav is calculated.

angletarget/uav = atan2(xdiff, ydiff) (5.3)
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The wanted position is then calculated by using that angle together with the
wanted leash length.

xdesired = xtarget + leashlength · cos(angletarget/uav) (5.4)

ydesired = ytarget + leashlength · sin(angletarget/uav) (5.5)

The error value e is then defined as the offset from this desired position.

ex = xdesired − xuav (5.6)

ey = ydesired − yuav (5.7)

5.1.2 Controller

The desired output velocities, vx and vy, are set using the standard PID controller
method, implemented according to [Ljung, 2006] and [Enqvist and et al, 2010],
where the k index is k:th sample and Ts is the sampling interval.

v = K(ek +
Ts
Ti

k
∑

j=0

ej + Td
ek − ek−1

Ts
) (5.8)

Where K , Ti and Td correspond to the gain, integral time and derivative time.
These are chosen by the user to achieve a desirable relation between the position
offset and the output velocities. A deadzone was also implemented meaning that
the calculated absolute values of vx and vy has to be larger than a limit or other-
wise the values are reset to zero. This is to prevent unnecessary movement where
else the controller would try to make small adjustments to the velocities instead
of making the uav remain perfectly stationary. This reduces the risk of positive
feedback in the control loop that could make the system unstable. To constantly
make small adjustments also produces unnecessary wear on the engines and bat-
tery. To prevent reset wind up the integration part of the PID controller is only
enabled when 0 < v < vmax, see [Enqvist and et al, 2010]. The heading of the uav
is set by simply applying the atan2 algorithm for every sample instance, since the
uav takes the heading angle relative to the world coordinate system.

angleheading = atan2(posdif fx , posdif fy ) (5.9)

5.2 Multi target leashing

The control part of outputting a desired velocity remains the same in the case
of multi target leashing, what differs is the strategy for choosing witch point too
leash onto. Strategies were also developed too keep targets in view when a group
splits up and moves around. When there are several targets to be followed the
controller receives a list of 2D ground plane world coordinates as input.
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5.2.1 Choosing leash point

In this master thesis two scenarios are considered. Firstly, a priority mode where
a designated target is followed and other targets are kept in view if the move-
ments of the prioritized target allow it. In the second scenario the uav attempts
to follow an entire group of targets while keeping as many of them as possible in
view.

Prioritized target

This mode requires the tracker to identify and mark the target as prioritized, in
this implementation it is done by assigning ID:s to tracked target’s in the image
and then declaring that the one with the lowest ID is the prioritized one. The uav
will then choose that target’s coordinates as target coordinates when calculating
the leash point. The heading on the other hand is set to point towards the groups
positional center of mass as long as the position of the prioritized target allows it.
This is determined by setting boundaries for how close to the edge of the image
the bounding box corresponding to the tracked target can be, when it is to close
to the edge the uav will shift its focus from the group to the prioritized target to
avoid losing it from the view. The citerias are formulated as:

xNbbright < xNimgright − xNd (5.10)

xNbbleft > xNimgleft + xNd (5.11)

Here xN denote the x coordinate in the normalized image coordinate system.
bbright and bblef t denotes the right and left edge of the target’s bounding box.
imgright and imglef t denotes the right and left edge of the image and as such
they are constants. Index d represents the distance in the image that determines
how close the bounding box is allowed to get. This is a parameter chosen by the
user depending on how close to the edge the target is allowed to be. If the criterias
in equations 5.10 or 5.11 hold true the heading of the uav is set towards the target
instead of the positional center of mass of the group of targets, as in equation 5.9.
This means that the camera is centred in the image x-direction on the target and
if there are other targets in the background the algorithm starts over until the
positional weight of the group makes the prioritized target appear to close to
the edge of the image. The positional center of mass is simply calculated as the
average value of each coordinate. When there are n targets:

xcenter =

n
∑

i=0
xi

n
(5.12)

ycenter =

n
∑

i=0
yi

n
(5.13)
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Group target

The purpose of this strategy is to follow the group in its entirety. Here the po-
sitional center of mass is chosen as target point, as calculated in 5.12 and 5.13,
when calculating the leash point. The same point is also used to set the head-
ing of the uav. The reasoning behind this is that this method will keep the uav
pointed to the largest gathering of targets while stray targets can move in and out
of the scene without the uav losing focus of the group. All targets in view are
considered member of the single tracked group as all members of the group has
the same relative weight depending on their position. Thus if the targets were to
separate into equally sized subgroups while still in view the heading of the uav
would point to the total group’s center of mass which would be located between
the subgroups.

5.2.2 Position relative to group

To simplify leashing to a group a few strategies to improve the uav:s position
relative to the group were implemented. These purpose of these are to keep the
targets in view as long as possible, when the group spreads out or rotates.

Multi target variable leash length

In order too keep targets in view when a group of targets are spreading out, a
rule for adjusting the distance to the group, i.e. the leash, was implemented.
When the uav backs off the relative field of view increases but the targets appear
smaller in the image. Naturally the uav can see more targets standing next to
each other if it backs off. But the tracking system can not handle targets too far
away from the camera, and also changes in size are easier to detect the closer
the target is to the camera. The goal is to keep the group of targets in the view
but still stay as close as possible. This is done by measuring the bounding box’s
pixel position relative to the edge of the image. The length of the leash is set
proportionally to the offset from a pre set desired position in the image that is
measured relative to the edge of the image. Since there are two edges of an image
the bounding box that is closest to the edge is the one chosen to set the leash from.
The implementation has a maximum and minimum boundary for the length of
the leash, as being too far away from the target could cause the tracker to lose
it and it is necessary to keep a safe distance to the targets. The implementation
follows here, where the increment factor c is a user set parameter that determines
how fast the leash distance changes. As above xN denotes the x coordinate in the
normalized camera coordinate system, bbleft and bbright denotes the left and
right edge of the target’s bounding box. The desired index denotes the desired
distance to the edge of the image and is a user set parameter depending on how
long the default leash length should be.

xNoff = xNdesired − min(xNdesired − xNbbleft, xNdesired − xNbbright) (5.14)
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leashlength = leashlength + c ∗ xNoff (5.15)

Occlusion evasion

It is desirable to avoid a situation where targets are standing in front of each
other, as the tracker won’t be able to distinguish the target that is behind the
other. The overlap of the bounding boxes in the image are calculated and used
to detect if targets are occluding each other. This value is then normalised to a
percentage based value of how much the boxes overlap each other by counting
howmany pixels each bounding box rectangle overlap with every other rectangle
and then dividing this with the total area of the bounding boxes. When this value
surpasses a pre set limit the uav will change its position by circling around the
center of the group until the occlusion goes below the limit again.
A rectangle is defined by the two dimensional corner points ulc for upper left
corner, urc for upper right corner, blc for bottom left corner and blr for bottom
right corner. Then the intersection area A of two rectangles R1 and R2, where xN
and yN are the xN and yN normalised image coordinates for respective point, are
calculated as:

A(R1, R2) =(max(0, min(xNR1brc, xNR2brc) − max(xNR1blc, xNR2blc))∗

(max(0, min(yNR1urc, yNR2urc) − max(yNR1urc, yNR2urc))
(5.16)

Then the sum of the intersection area between all the pairs of all the n rectan-
gles in the image is calculated in the following manner:

Aoverlap =
n

∑

i=1

n
∑

j=1

A(Ri, Rj) −
n

∑

i=1

A(Ri, Ri) (5.17)

Finally as a measurement of the occlusion the total area of all the rectangles
are divided by the total overlapping area of the rectangles:

occlusion =
Aoverlap

Atot
(5.18)

When the occlusion value exceeds a pre set threshold, the uav starts circling
around the target until the value goes below the threshold again. When circling,
the movement is calculated as follows, where tc denots the target point the uav is
leashing to, normally the positional center of mass when tracking a group, l de-
notes the leash length and ad denotes the angular distance between the threshold
checks, θ denotes the current heading angle towards the target point tc:

xuav = xtc + l ∗ cos(θ + ad) (5.19a)

yuav = ytc + l ∗ sin(θ + ad) (5.19b)





6
Results

This chapter describes how the system and its components were tested, as well as
the results of these tests. The tests are mainly focused on validating the function-
ality of the system.

6.1 Test environment

The experiments were performed in a lab environment were a commercial indoor
motion capture system from Vicon was set up. The Vicon system is used to mea-
sure 3D-positions and orientation with high accuracy. The system consists of
ten cameras set up around the experiment area that uses infra red light to track
marked targets in real time. The maximum error for position is less than 0.25
mm in a single direction which is more than accurate enough for the tests per-
formed in this thesis. This was determined for the specific test environment used
in these experiments, as can be viewed in [Piotr, 2012].

The uav in question is a battery powered quadcopter. It has a camera attached to
it with a 640*480 pixel resolution. The uav can be controlled both by software or
directly by using a flight controller. To evaluate the implemented system on its
own the simulator is used together with the motion capture system to generate
the visual output.

During all test flights boundaries was added to the control system preventing
the uav to position itself outside an 8 by 8 m square around the origin of the
world coordinates which was defined as the center of the room. This was because
of safety reasons and to keep the uav in the area tracked by the motion sensor
system. The uav was also limited in maximum velocity, maximum acceleration
as well as maximum turn rate to make it easier for a backup pilot to take over
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control if anything went wrong.

6.2 Distance estimation validation

The purpose of this experiment is to validate the functionality of the distance es-
timation algorithm as well as estimate the accuracy when used in the system. The
algorithm used is the one described in Section 3.3.2 called distance estimation al-
gorithm 2. It was chosen since it was designed to be used with scaling bounding
boxes, which the visual output consisted of. The only user controlled parameter
is the height assumed for the targets, which was set to 1.80m. All other systems
except the distance estimation and the camera are turned off in this experiment
and the uav is held and controlled manually by a person. The orientation and the
movements of the target aimed to agitate all the modes of the distance estimation
system by pitching and rolling the camera to place the target in as many different
positions as possible in the image e.g. the top left corner, the bottom right corner
and so on. The algorithm was run live and the results were compared to the a
reference measured by the motion capture system.

The results from a separate test round will be displayed here. The average and
peak error was then calculated. In figure 6.1 a plot of the distance estimated
during a short test run can be seen. Note that the system is set to not remember
the last known distance when a target goes out but instead set the distance to
zero, which can be seen at e.g. sample 380. Also note that this is the estimated
distance before any filtering is applied as the resulting positions calculated from
the estimated distance is filtered at a later stage in the implementation. Between
sample zero and 350 the uav is held stationary while a target is walking back and
forth, and then exits the image and enters again. From sample 500 to sample
600 the uav is rolled and pitched to unrealistic levels for live flight, but for the
purpose of activating all the modes and to test the algorithm. When the out of
image parts are removed the average error was determined as 0.016 m and the
peak error for a single sample was determined as 0.577 m. The peak error occurs
when the person is entering or leaving the image, which can be determined when
matching the timings of the errors with the timestamps on the recorded images.
Figure 6.2 displays the histogram of the measured error values.
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Figure 6.1: Plot illustrating the accuracy of the distance estimation algo-
rithm during a testrun

Figure 6.2: Histogram of the measured error values showing the distribution
of errors over the samples, where the red curve represents a fitted Gaussian
distribution

6.3 System validation

Here the purpose of the experiment is to evaluate the system’s behaviour when
all the components are working together in actual flight. The simulator produces
visual output that is used by the distance estimation algorithm to give estimated
positions for the controller to steer the uav. It was originally planned to also
perform the same tests with the tracking system producing the visual output, but
as already mentioned it was out of function at the time the tests were performed.
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The results from three test flights are displayed below. During the test flights the
positional data as well as the video feed from the uav’s camera and the orientation
of the uav was recorded.

6.3.1 Results

The results of this section is split into the results for the single and multi target
experiments separately.

Single target leashing

In this test flight the uav was supposed to leash on to a target and follow it around.
The goal was to keep the target in view as long as possible as well as to keep
the set leash length to the target. In an attempt to visualize the results without
the video, the positions from 8 time points have plotted in chronological order
as seen in figure 6.3 where the arrow represents in which direction the uav is
pointing. Figure 6.9 displays the images recorded from the uav:s camera at these
time points. From these figures it can be seen that the uav maintains the distance
toward the target as well as changes direction in a correct manner, as the target
is moving around the room. In time point 7 the target has run out of the image
frame and the uav remains stationary, pointing towards where the target was last
seen. In 6.4 the full trajectory of the target and the uav can be seen, and in figures
6.5 and 6.6 a comparison of the targets and uavs x coordinates and y coordinates
can be seen. Figure 6.7 displays the distance between the target and the uav
plotted over time. Figure 6.8 shows the roll pitch yaw of the test flight.

Figure 6.3: Plot displaying points describing the trajectory of the uav and a
target when the uav is leashing to the target
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Figure 6.4: The trajectories of a target and the uav from the single target test
flight

Figure 6.5: The x coordinates of a target and the uav from the single target
test flight plotted in chronological order

Multi target leashing

In this case there are 3 targets the uav is expected to follow. The case is quite
simplified as the targets walk in a line and spreads and gathers in a controlled
manner for the purpose of illustration. In figure 6.10 the positions can be seen for
4 different time points in chronological order, as well as the direction of the uav.
The associated images from the uav’s camera can be seen in figure 6.15. Between
point 1 and 2 the group is moving along the walls from one wall to the other.
At time point 3 the targets spread out and at time point 4 they gathered closer
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Figure 6.6: The y coordinates of a target and the uav from the single target
test flight plotted in chronological order

Figure 6.7: The distance between the uav and the target over time

together. The uav successfully keeps the group in view as they move around and
adjusts the distance to the group based on their position in the image. Figure
6.11 shows the full trajectories measured during this flight. The figures 6.12 and
6.13 displays comparisons of x and y coordinates for the targets and uav during
the flight. Figure 6.14 shows the roll pitch yaw of the test flight.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 6.8: Graphs depicting the roll, pitch and yaw angle for the duration
of the single target test flight in the figures 6.8a, 6.8b and 6.8c.

In a final flight the purpose is to illustrate the occlusion evasion functionality.
Figure 6.16 displays 3 time points in chronological order and figure 6.21 shows
the images from the uavs’s camera at those time points. The targets start off
a distance apart at point 1, before 1 of the targets move in front of the other at
point 2. As the amount of overlap reaches the pre set limit the uav moves in circle
until the overlap falls back below the limit, as can be seen in point 3. Figure 6.17
shows the corresponding full trajectory for this flight. The figures 6.18 and 6.19
displays comparisons of x and y coordinates for the targets and uav during the
flight. Figure 6.20 shows the roll pitch yaw of the test flight.
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(1) (2)

(3) (4)

(5) (6)

(7) (8)

Figure 6.9: Images taken from the uav:s point of view at points in time coin-
ciding with the points illustrated in figure 6.3.
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Figure 6.10: Plot displaying points describing the trajectory of the uav and
group of 3 targets when the uav is leashing to the group

Figure 6.11: The trajectories of targets and the uav from the multi target test
flight
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Figure 6.12: The x coordinates from the targets and the uav from the circling
test flight plotted in chronological order

Figure 6.13: The y coordinates from the targets and the uav from the circling
test flight plotted in chronological order
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(1) (2)

(3)

Figure 6.14: Graphs depicting the roll, pitch and yaw angle for the duration
of the multi target test flight in the figures 6.141, 6.142 and 6.143.

(1) (2)

(3) (4)

Figure 6.15: Images taken from the uav:s point of view at points in time
coinciding with the points illustrated in figure 6.10.
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Figure 6.16: Plot displaying points describing the trajectory of the uav and
group of 2 targets when the uav is leashing to the group

Figure 6.17: The trajectories of the targets and the uav from the occlusion
evasion testrun
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Figure 6.18: The trajectories of the targets and the uav from the occlusion
evasion testrun

Figure 6.19: The trajectories of the targets and the uav from the occlusion
evasion testrun
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(1) (2)

(3)

Figure 6.20: Graphs depicting the roll and pitch angle for the duration of
the circling test flight in the figures figures 6.201, 6.202 and 6.203.

(1) (2)

(3)

Figure 6.21: Images taken from the uav:s point of view at points in time
coinciding with the points illustrated in figure 6.16.
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Conclusions

In this master thesis a vision based control system for autonomous uavs has been
presented. A method for simulating the visual output that the system uses as in-
put has also been presented. In a restricted test environment the system proved
technically applicable to perform the task of making an uav leash on to a target
person, as well as a small group of people. The method for distance estimation
showed to be quite accurate both in direct testing of difficult cases and during
live flight. Together with the filtering and the simple yet effective control system
the leashing was performed with adequate results. Several strategies for follow-
ing groups was tested with good results although only with rather small groups,
but this mainly aims to show that the concept works, at least for moderately sized
groups.

There are many possible applications related to surveillance for the system. In
this thesis the focus has been on tracking people or groups of people. This can
of course can be changed to tracking other objects depending on the tracker. But
autonomous tracking of people can certainly be useful, as the initial inspiration
for this master thesis was a system that could track rescue workers in disaster
situations, to maintain their safety and also help with detecting victims. The con-
cept has the potential to be transferred to a larger platform to allow surveillance
of vehicles or groups of animals. One of the greatest advantages of aerial surveil-
lance is the possibility to cover great areas with a single unit capturing video.

Limitations in the current system relates to the ability of free movement and
inability to detect variations in terrain. As it stands now the system is only suited
for indoors use mostly because of two obstacles that would have to be overcome
to make it practical for real applications.

1. For now it lacks in the ability detect obstacles other than the person or per-
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sons that are being tracked. This could perhaps be solved with the help of
additional sensors or possibly an extended visual tracker that is also trained
to recognise common objects.

2. The distance estimation used is dependant on that the uav measures its
own and the tracked persons height from an equal reference level, i.e. a flat
floor. The ability to estimate the target’s height or level of elevation would
be necessary in most practical applications.

The strategies for handling groups are quite basic and can certainly be more thor-
oughly developed in the future, for example by trying to split targets into sub-
groups to identify more easily when a single target is occluded or investigating
how the height of the uav can be utilized to prevent occlusion.
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A
Algorithms

A.1 atan2

The implementation of atan2 used throughout the thesis, where x and y are the
coordinates of a point in a Cartesian coordinate system. The result is the arctan-
gent with the appropriate quadrant chosen, that is to get the angle between the
point described by (x, y) and the x axis.

atan2(x, y) =















































arctan( xy ) x > 0

arctan( xy ) + π y ≥ 0, x < 0

arctan( xy ) − π y < 0, x < 0

+π
2 y > 0, x = 0
−π

2 y < 0, x = 0
not defined y = 0, x = 0

(A.1)

A.2 Kalman filter

As described in e.g. [Gustavsson, 2012]. Given a linear statespace model, where
xk denotes the state, yk denotes the ouput, uk denotes the control input, vk de-
notes the process noise and ek denotes the measurement noise:

xk+1 = Fkxk + Gu,k uk + Gv,kvk , Cov(vk) = Qk (A.2)

yk = Hkxk + Dk uk + ek , Cov(ek) = Rk (A.3)

The Kalman filter estimates the states of the xk and consists of the following
recursion. Here Pk denotes the covariance of the state. The index k|m denotes at
sample k given samples up to sample m.

1. Initialization x̂1|0 and P1|0 are set.
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2. Measurement update

x̂k|k = x̂k|k−1 + Pk|k−1H
T
k (HkPk|k−1H

T
k + Rk)

−1(yk − Hk x̂k|k−1 + Dkuk) (A.4)

Pk|k = Pk|k−1 − Pk|k−1H
T
k (HkPk|k−1H

T
k + Rk)

−1HkPk|k−1 (A.5)

3. Time update

x̂k+1|k = Fx̂k|k + Gu,kuk (A.6)

Pk|k+1 = FPk|kF
T + Gv,kQkG

T
v,k (A.7)
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